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Abstract: An ability of lensless titanium-based antenna coupled microbolometers (Ti-µbolometers)
operating at room temperature to monitor precisely radiation patterns in terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy (THz-TDS) systems are demonstrated. To provide comprehensive picture, two different
THz-TDS systems and Ti-µbolometers coupled with three different antennas—narrowband dipole
antennas for 0.3 THz, 0.7 THz and a log-periodic antenna for wideband detection—were selected
for experiments. Radiation patterns, spatial beam profiles and explicit beam evolution along the
propagation axis are investigated; polarization-sensitive properties under various THz emitter
power ranges are revealed. It was found that the studied Ti-µbolometers are convenient lensless
sensors suitable to discriminate and control THz radiation pattern features in various wideband
THz-TDS systems.

Keywords: titanium-based microbolometeric sensors; THz time-domain spectroscopy systems;
precise THz mode control; radiation pattern monitoring

1. Introduction

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is a distinctive example of a wideband
electromagnetic radiation system invented more than three decades ago [1]. The THz
spectroscopy is very powerful technique for the test and discrimination of different kind of
materials [2–4]; it can successfully serve for a medical inspection [5,6], security aims [7,8],
photovoltaics industry [9,10] as well as food control purposes [11,12].

From the point of view of THz imaging, it displays a possibility for multispectral
(colored) THz imaging enabling thus discrimination of different materials without record-
ing their spectral signatures directly [13–15] as “colored” images of the THz light contain
information on chemical composition, spatial distributions and physical properties of
tested objects. One needs to note that the quality of obtained images are highly sensitive
to the radiation pattern of scanning beam [16]. This circumstance becomes of a particu-
lar importance in real-time inspection and sensing when a high capture rate of images
is required, and detectors arrays need to be implemented in the recording set-up using
collimated beams. Moreover, even in the case of bulky objects imaging, when extended
focus [17] or bifocal (Fibonacci) focusing [18] helps to discriminate the content, control and
monitoring of the beam shape along its propagation axis demands of special attention.

High quality images of optoelectronically generated radiation patterns covering
0.1–2 THz range were recorded by room-temperature antenna-coupled α-silicon-based
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microbolometers array with integrated CMOS read-out electronics [19]. Thin film vana-
dium oxide (VOx)-based microbolometers arrays were demonstrated as promising tool
for label-free detection of reaction of small molecules with proteins [20]. Titanium-based
microbolometers (Ti-µbolometers) were found to be useful and convenient instrument in
security [21], plastic package inspection and spectroscopic-spatial analysis of materials
proving the maturity of THz technology for medicine applications [22].

Very recently, we have demonstrated that optimised room temperature Ti-µbolometers
can serve as a convenient and easy-to-use imaging tool to accurately adjust low power
THz sources without additional focusing components [23]. Radiation patterns and spatial
modes profiles generated by electronic sources, frequency domain spectrometers, optically
pumped molecular THz laser were measured and analyzed [23]. In addition, it was shown
that these devices exhibiting room temperature sensitivity values of 200 kV/W, noise-
equivalent power (NEP) of 20 pW/

√
Hz, and the response time in the 5 µs range are

sensitive and fast enough to monitor precisely coherent THz emitters in optoelectronic
time-domain systems.

In this work, we present comprehensive experimental study dedicated to reveal
features of Ti-µbolometers for spatial mode control in THz TDS systems. Three lensless
Ti-µbolometer sensors with different antenna designs—narrowband dipole antenna for
0.3 THz, 0.7 THz and a log-periodic antenna for wideband detection—are explored in
detail. Radiation patterns, spatial beam profiles and explicit beam evolution along the
propagation axis was examined, polarization sensitive properties were revealed under
different THz emitter power range. It was shown that the Ti-µbolometers do not require
additional focusing optics to discriminate spatial mode features in the wideband THz
pulse. It was revealed that Ti-µbolometer sensors and their arrays can be employed as
easy-to-use imaging instruments in THz TDS systems for accurate optical alignment and
quality control of their radiation patterns.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Design and Spectral Characterization of Ti-µbolometer Sensors

The design of antenna-coupled Ti-µbolometers and their frequency properties are
presented in Figure 1. Each microbolometer was fabricated from titanium which was
found to be the most suitable for silicon processing technology, temperature coefficient
and reliability. The titanium bridge of 12 µm and 2 µm in length and width respectively
was electrodeposited on the silicon nitride (SiN) membrane of thickness of 2 µm. The
aluminum antenna and interconnection paths of area of approximately 500 µm × 500 µm,
were formed around the active part of Ti-µbolometer (see in top of the panel (a) in Figure 1).
To reduce the heat capacitance and to increase the speed of operation, the Ti-µbolometer
was suspended in the air by etching out the underlying SiN membrane and was coupled
either to resonant double-dipole or to wideband log-periodic type THz antenna (see panel
(a) in Figure 1) [22–24]. Sensitivity of the device was enhanced resonantly by adjustment of
a dipole antenna and resonant-cavity design: the back side reflection mirror was placed at
the quarter wavelength distance (Figure 1a).

The active gain of each antenna was numerically simulated and is shown in Figure 1b.
Detectors’ response spectra at room temperature were also characterized experimentally
employing a custom-made Fourier spectrometer. The reference spectrum was registered
when interferometer was coupled with a thermo-acoustic Golay cell detector featuring the
flat response in THz frequency range. Finally, in order to avoid the influence of emitter
and the beamsplitter spectral response the bolometer detected spectrum was divided by
the reference spectrum detected by the Golay cell. As it can be seen from the normalized
response spectra given in Figure 1c, the resonant Ti-µbolometers designed for 0.3 THz
and 0.7 THz show the detection peaks around the frequencies of 0.3 THz and 0.65 THz,
respectively. Additionally, at higher frequencies, lobes exhibiting lower amplitudes are
observed which most probably come from higher dipole antenna resonances. The detector
with log-periodic antenna demonstrates detection bandwidth in the range of 0.25–1.3 THz
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(Figure 1b). As is visible from Figure 1c,b, the obtained experimental data correlate well
with the theoretical predictions.

The sensitivity and NEP values are given in Table 1. Additionally, here the geometrical
bolometer antennae parameters such as length L, width W and polar angle φ of antenna
fingers of the wideband detector are tabulated.

Figure 1. The design and response spectra of antenna-coupled Ti-µbolometers. Top panel (a):
The design and schematic cross-section of the Ti-µbolometer coupled with different antennas for
0.3 THz, 0.7 THz and for wideband detection (from left to right). Digital photos show top views of
Ti-µbolometer detectors coupled with dipole antenna design. The geometry of the titanium bridge
amounts to 12 µm length and 2 µm width. The angles θ and φ in photo of the wideband detector
are defined as sample rotation angle for polarization measurements and the polar angle of antenna
fingers, respectively. The design is adapted from Refs. [22,23]. Panel (b): Simulated spectra of the
normalized antenna gain for the different antenna’s designs. Panel (c): Response spectra of the
devices were measured using Fourier transform far-infrared spectrometer as described in Ref. [22].

Table 1. The main performance and antenna geometrical parameters of the resonant (0.3 THz and
0.7 THz) and the wideband detectors. Note the same NEP for both resonant antenna-coupled devices.
Presented sensitivity values are of Ti-µbolometer itself, without electronics.

Detector Type Sensitivity
[V/W]

NEP
[pW/

√
Hz] L [µm] W [µm] φ [deg]

0.3 THz 1000 20 674 16 –
0.7 THz 1000 20 247 39 –
Wideband 50 60 1042 – 45

2.2. Experimental Setup of THz Time-Domain System

The optical outputs of two different THz-TDS systems without reference beams
schematically shown in the upper parts of Figure 2a,b were characterized using three
different Ti-µbolometer designs described above.

In THz-TDS System 1, a femtosecond fiber laser (Femtofiber Pro, Toptica Photonics
Ag, Munich, Germany) providing pulses of 780 nm wavelength, 90 fs pulse duration and
150 mW output power at 80 MHz pulse repetition rate was used to excite photoconductive
antenna made from 350 µm-thick LT-GaAs wafer. A THz emitter antenna (Teravil Ltd.,
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Vilnius, Lithuania) had the shape of a H-dipole made from Ti/Au with the width of 20 µm
and the gap of 50 µm between electrodes. A 8 mm-thick and 12 mm in diameter high
resistivity hyperhemispherical silicon lens (Lens 1) with a focal distance of 500 µm was used
to collimate the THz radiation. A reference THz spectrum measured with THz detector
(Teravil Ltd., Vilnius, Lithuania) is shown in the bottom of Figure 2a. THz detector was a
Hertzian dipole type photoconductive antenna made from LT-GaAs with a 6 µm width
gap. The emitter exhibits a wide emission spectrum ranging from 0 to 5 THz, as it can be
seen from the panel (a) in Figure 2.

In THz-TDS System 2, femtosecond fiber laser (LightWare FF50, Ekspla, Vilnius,
Lithuania) with a center wavelength of 1064 nm, 150 fs pulse duration, 60 mW output
power and 30 MHz repetition rate was employed. The source of THz radiation was a
photoconductive emitter made from LT-GaAsBi (Teravil Ltd., Vilnius, Lithuania) wafer
with thickness of 500 µm. For collimation, silicon hyperhemispherical lens (Lens 2) with
the same specifications as in System 1 was used. A THz emitter/detector antenna was
the H-dipole made of Ti/Au with dipole antenna gap size of 6 µm. The reference THz
spectrum measured with THz detector (Teravil Ltd., Vilnius, Lithuania) is given in the
Figure 2b. It is seen that it extends up to nearly of 4 THz.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Schematics of THz TDS investigation set-ups and their emission spectra. System 1 (panel
(a)) is based on femtosecond fiber laser (Femtofiber Pro, Femtofiber Pro, Toptica Photonics Ag,
Munich, Germany) delivering pulses of 780 nm wavelength and 90 fs pulse duration pulses to excite
THz emission from photoconductive antenna made from LT-GaAs. System 2 (panel (b)) consists
of femtosecond fiber laser (LightWare FF50, Ekspla, Vilnius, Lithuania) with a center wavelength
of 1064 nm and 150 fs pulse duration pulses employed to excite THz radiation from GaAsBi-based
emitter. Please note that both THz spectra are decorated by sharp lines of absorption in water vapour.

The investigated Ti-µbolometers were mounted on a 3-dimensional x,y,z electric trans-
lation stage and mechanical rotation stage. The detector can be moved in the x− y plane
for a spatial mode profile detection; separately, a movement along z−axis enables test-
ing the beam profile along the propagation direction. While dipole antenna equipped
Ti-µbolometers are sensitive to polarization, rotation with the θ−angle as shown in the (a)
panel of Figure 1 allows studying THz beam polarization properties.

The signal of radiation emitted by TDS source was captured by the µbolometer and
was read out using the conventional lock-in technique. The reference was taken from a
mechanical chopper modulating the femtosecond laser beam at 930 Hz.

3. Results and Discussion

The radiation patterns of THz-TDS spectrometers were investigated via five diverse
approaches. Initially, spatial modes profiles were examined in x− y plane, i.e., perpendicu-
lar to the beam propagation direction within two distances—very close to the THz emitter,
placing the Ti-µbolometer at 10 mm from the source; then—recording it in a far-field, as
far as 115 mm from the source. The next step was to explore spatial profile features along
the propagation direction and to study polarization properties of the devices. Finally,
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collimating lenses were removed from the emission set-up aiming to illustrate abilities to
resolve spatial modes of the emitter without any optical components. The scanning was
performed moving the stage at continuous velocity of 25 mm/s with the lock-in averaging
constant of 20 ms. The acquisition of 12 mm by 12 mm image took approximately 350 s for
the given scanning velocity.

3.1. Features of the Radiation Patterns

The radiation patterns scanned in x− y plane in the distance of 10 mm from the emitter
lens tip using Ti-µbolometers of three different antenna designs are depicted in Figure 3.
The conventional femtosecond Ti-Sapphire system emitting wideband THz pulses in a
frequency range of 0.1–2.5 THz with an average power of 1.2 µW served as a THz source.
The emitter was based on 500 µm-thick LT-GaAs wafer, the lens parameters are the same
as described above. As it can be seen, radiation patterns recorded with different antenna-
coupled Ti-µbolometer exhibits different features: 0.3 THz resonant Ti-µbolometer displays
the symmetric mode spot (Figure 3a), while distinctive feature of 0.7 THz frequency sensors
is strongly expressed side lobes in intensity distribution (Figure 3b). Spatial beam pattern
registered by the wideband detector reveals a bright central spot accompanied by well-
pronounced side lobes as presented in Figure 3c. The spatial evolution of wideband
THz pulses along an optical axis is shown in Figure 3d–f. Results demonstrate that
spatial features-enriched beam profile evolves into almost symmetric Gaussian beam at
the distance of 50 mm from the lens. This illustrates nicely that the Ti-µbolometer is quite
convenient and sensitive enough to characterize the performance of THz-TDS emitter with
the hyperhemispherical lens attached. The recorded pattern structure can be understood
as follows: at low frequencies a wide central part is formed, while at higher frequencies the
central pattern part becomes narrower [25]. Regarding side fringes, their origin is related to
internal reflections in the lens, and are emitted in smaller angles (bend closer to the central
beam part). Consequently, only the wide central beam part is registered with 0.3 THz
frequency sensor, while the 0.7 THz and the wideband µbolometers display the narrowed
central part and fringes around it.

Figure 3. The radiation patterns measured with different Ti-µbolometers placed at z = 10 mm
position: Panel (a)—0.3 THz µbolometer; panel (b)—0.7 THz Ti-µbolometer, panel (c)—wideband
Ti-µbolometer. Grey lines indicate intensity center cross-sections along the relevant axes. Note
particular spatial mode profiles clearly resolved by different antenna-coupled Ti-µbolometers. Panels
(d–f) depict x− z and y− z scans from 10 mm to 50 mm along z direction for 0.3 THz, 0.7 THz and
wideband Ti-µbolometers, respectively.
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A precise optical alignment of THz radiation in TDS spectrometer and monitoring of
the beam pattern propagation can aid in improvement of system performance, e.g., by in-
creasing its dynamical range and lowering the noise floor—features which are of particular
importance for imaging and spectroscopy. Therefore, the Ti-µbolometers were tested as
possible instrument for these aims intending to provide full experimental characterization
of THz beams evolution via amplitude distribution across the THz beam in a far-field
varying the distance from 5 cm up to 12 cm range from the emitter.

The results of investigation for both THz TDS systems are given in Figure 4 starting at
75 mm and 55 mm distances, for System 1 and System 2, respectively. Such starting points
were chosen according to the geometrical restrictions in investigated systems. The first
feature that attracts attention is different beam spot sizes if compare starting recording
data of System 1 and System 2—the beam spot is significantly smaller in the latter case. As
was aforesaid, the hyperhemispherical lens of the same design was used to collimate the
emitters beams profile. To do it effectively, one needs to place the emitter in its focal point.
As the THz emitters in the experimental setups were of different thicknesses (350 µm vs.
500 µm), the observed differences unveil that emitter thickness of the System 1 was not
well matched to lens focal distance resulting thus into a larger divergence of the emitted
beam mode.

Figure 4. Radiation pattern distributions and beam evolution along the propagation axis recorded by antenna-coupled
Ti-µbolometers for two different THz-TDS systems. The signal is normalized to maximum values of the relevant plots.
Left panels displays spatial mode profile at starting positions. Note different mode spatial diameter if compare both
systems at the same distance from the lens tip. It stems from different thicknesses (350 µm vs. 500 µm) of emitters used in
experimental setups. As emitter thickness of System 1 was not well matched to the lens focal distance, it results to a larger
divergence of the emitted mode profile. Beam pattern profile evolution was investigated in the range of 75 mm–115 mm
and 55 mm–95 mm after the collimating lens in System 1 and System 2, respectively. Distances were selected according to
mechanical limitations of geometrical dimensions of the used emitters and detectors. Five transverse mode profiles samples
were recorded every 10 mm along z-direction for each TDS system. Panels (a–c)—System 1; panels (d–f)—System 2. Panels
(a,d)—0.3 THz; panels (b,e)—0.7 THz; panels (c,f)—wideband Ti-µbolometer. Please note that the spatial profiles and beam
propagation properties of both systems exhibit no essential differences.

The beam pattern evolution along the propagation axis illustrated via five x− y cross-
sections of the mode profile registered every 10 mm is presented in Figure 4. As it can be
seen from Figure 4, the investigated pattern does not experience essential changes with
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the distance. Note highly expressed central part of pattern decaying with the distance and
absence of side-lobes in this far-field experiment. The beam is also of small divergence
which was estimated Θ ≈ 0.045 rad at 0.7 THz in both experimental systems. Since
Θ = λ/2πnω0, where λ is a wavelength, n denotes the refractive index and ω0 stands for
a beam waist, we can easily find that ω0 = 1.52 mm for the above given divergence and
radiation frequency in System 2.

These experimental observations are in a good agreement with theoretically calculated
beam patterns in the distances far from the lens tip [25]. However, one can underline the
variation of the central spot diameter of the detected pattern with frequency in both THz
TDS systems. The beam profile recorded with the sensor designed for 0.7 THz frequency
displays the smallest diameter 5.10 mm in System 1 versus 2.55 mm in System 2, the
wideband Ti-µbolometer—slightly larger beam diameter 7.95 mm vs 3.45 mm, while the
profile recorded with the antenna-coupled Ti-µbolometer for 0.3 THz amounts to 8.40 mm
vs 4.95 mm. The accuracy here is in the order of 0.15 mm. As already mentioned earlier,
the beam width at 0.3 THz is the largest because of the longer wavelength and larger
dipole antenna dimensions (see Table 1). The wideband Ti-µbolometer results (Figure 4c,f)
show the beam spot size which is close to that for 0.3 THz in Figure 4a,d, but with higher
intensity of the central part of the beam. Such increase in intensity is governed mainly by
the Ti-µbolometer’s responsivity bandwidth (see Figure 1) and by the fact that the lens
concentrates higher frequencies in wideband THz emission closer to the optical axis.

3.2. Polarization Properties

Features of the presented Ti-µbolometer design enables it to be sensitive to the po-
larization of the THz radiation—if the sensor axis is aligned in parallel to the THz field
electrical component of the incident light, i.e., θ = 0 deg—the coupling should be efficient
resulting therefore to the maximal heating of the µbolometer’s titanium bridge, and, as a
consequence, to the largest signal. Gradual rotation around optical axis (0 ≤ θ ≤ 90 deg)
can serve hence as polarization-resolved tool permitting using the Ti-µbolometer to monitor
polarization properties in THz TDS spectrometer.

Investigations were performed at distances 75 mm and 55 mm from the lens tip (front
x-y scan planes positions as given in Figure 4) in System 1 and System 2, respectively. The
obtained polarization results for all the investigated µbolometers are shown in Figure 5. To
avoid possible misalignment artifacts, the angular dependencies of signal at the pattern
center are normalized to the signal at θ = 0 deg and presented in panels (d) and (i) for
different THz TDs spectrometers. As is seen, the dependencies decrease gradually with
the rotation angle and flatten above 80 degrees, where the signal level approaches the
noise floor.

One can indicate that an ellipticity of the beam spot and its smooth decrease down to
the noise level is recorded by the Ti-µbolometer along with θ change. This feature indicates
that the sensor can be well-suited to monitor polarization state or cross-polarized angular
emission patterns [26] of THz pulsed emission—it is rather important issue for the most of
common real implementations of THz-TDS spectrometers or THz imaging systems.
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Figure 5. Polarization dependencies of the radiation patterns at various distances along the beam propagation axis
recorded by different type of antenna-designs coupled Ti-µbolometers. Panels (a,e)—0.3 THz; panels (b,f)—0.7 THz; panels
(c,g)—wideband Ti-µbolometer. Panels (d,i)—the angular dependencies of the signal at the pattern center normalized to
the signal at θ = 0 deg, for System 1 and System 2, respectively. Panel (h) depicts rotation angle θ with respect to the
Ti-µbolometer axis.

3.3. The Radiation Patterns and Spatial Mode Profiles Recorded without Collimating
Optical Components

An important concern in alignment of THz time-domain spectrometers is a possibility
to adjust it in a convenient way without employment of focusing or collimating optics.
In what follows, it is illustrated that Ti-µbolometer can successfully be used to explore
radiation patterns or quality of spatial modes without hyperhemispherical lens. The spa-
tial beam characteristics (a scan in the x− y plane) recorded with 0.7 THz Ti-µbolometer
without lens and System 1 are shown in Figure 6. As one can see, three lobes are still
captured in a scanning area of 7 × 7 mm2 although signal-to-noise ratio was about 3.3.
Careful inspection allows noting that these three constituents of the spatial mode do not
diverge while going along z—direction indicating good alignment of the optical system.
As is known, about 21 % of the incident power passes through silicon lens [25], on the
other hand, without the lens radiation is dispersed over the large angles, therefore, only a
small fraction of the total emitted power can be registered. Despite this fact, room tempera-
ture Ti-µbolometers sensitivity of 200 kV/W including amplification circuit and NEP of
20 pW/

√
Hz [23] is sufficient to register weak signal from photoconductive THz emitter

even though the output beam is not effectively concentrated by the hyperhemispherical
lens around the optical axis.

Figure 6. Spatial beam profiles of System 1 recorded by 0.7 THz Ti-µbolometer without collimating
lens at different distances along the beam propagation direction. Note different spatial antenna
modes visible along the propagation axis.
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3.4. Time-Domain Versus Solid State-Based Solutions

Quality of the spatial beam profile and their control as well as propagation proper-
ties of the wideband THz beams was one of the prime interests since invention of THz
time-domain spectrometers. Special attention was given to an angular distribution of the
radiation emitted from a terahertz antenna system equipped with a truncated spherical
silicon lens [25], where THz pulses were recorded by moving the photoconductive antenna
in space and determining the intensity of the desired frequency at every point. Despite
time consuming and complex experiments, authors successfully reconstructed THz beam
profiles and found excellent agreement with theoretical estimates. To increase the THz
emission power, antenna-biased system were investigated [27]; to optimise spectrometer
operation, practical procedures for measuring the beam quality of the wideband THz radi-
ation were introduced [28]. It is worth mentioning several other experimental techniques
to evaluate THz-TDS beam profiles, for instance, electro-optical sampling using non-linear
crystal [29], variable size aperture scanning [30] or fixed aperture raster scanning and
Hartmann test [31]. These approaches allow deeper insight in both temporal and spatial
THz electric field evolution, as well as emission pattern determination. However, they
usually suffer of either diffraction limited resolution, either extensive time requirements or
low detected signal levels. For example, variable aperture scanning usually experiences
edge diffraction limited spatial resolution, at small aperture diameters in particular. More-
over, it measures only the integrated spectral power and is not suitable for a study of the
wideband radiation since the low frequency portion can be filtered out at small apertures.
Fixed aperture raster scanning features relatively low signal-to-noise ratio; Hartmann test
technique is time consuming as it requires collecting at least twice as much data as fixed
aperture raster scanning [31].

In real implementation schemes of THz-TDS spectrometers or THz imaging systems,
beam quality control, pattern monitoring and optical alignment require much simpler and
convenient-in-use solutions. Preference to use incoherent solid-state solutions in THz-TDS
beam imaging exhibits lifted diffraction and signal level restrictions, as well as reduced
recording time. Moreover, the devices are compact and reliable. As elegant examples can
serve employment of CMOS-based field-effect transistors for THz autocorrelators develop-
ment [32], coupled-charge device camera to measure spot size of the THz pulse generated
by optical rectification in a mosaic organic crystal [33] or usage of high-speed sampling
coupled to CMOS devices for hyperspectral imaging in THz time-domain system [34].

The presented study demonstrates that Ti-µbolometers can also be important part of
the family bringing together solid-state-based sensors for precise and convenient incoherent
validation of THz-TDS radiation patterns; it can serve for alignment aims, spatial modes
quality control, for waist and divergence estimation even without additional focusing or
collimating optics.

4. Conclusions

Lensless titanium-based antenna coupled microbolometers operating at room temper-
ature are demonstrated for the precise monitoring of radiation pattern and spatial mode
profiles control in terahertz time-domain spectroscopy systems. To provide comprehen-
sive picture, two different THz-TDS systems and three Ti-µbolometers with individual
antenna designs—narrowband dipole antenna for 0.3 THz, 0.7 THz and a log-periodic
antenna for THz wideband detection—are used in the investigation.The radiation patterns,
spatial mode control, and explicit beam evolution along the propagation axis were exam-
ined, polarization-sensitive properties were revealed under different THz emitter power
range. To illustrate the beam quality control, the beam waist of 1.52 mm and divergence of
0.045 rad were estimated from the far-field measurements at 0.7 THz. It was shown that
the Ti-µbolometers exhibiting room temperature sensitivity values of 200 kV/W, noise-
equivalent power of 20 pW/

√
Hz, and the response time in the 5 µs range are sensitive

and fast enough to monitor precisely coherent THz emitters in optoelectronic time-domain
systems even without any focusing and collimating optics elements.
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